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(57) ABSTRACT 

There is provided a cellular phone radio that is capable of 
utilizing a contactless IC media. A contactless IC media 20b 
is molded in the form of a coin and interchangeably born by 
a cellular phone radio 110. The cellular phone radio 110 
includes a media holder 111, a radio transceiver circuit 
having an antenna 112, and a control circuit that conducts 
the read control and the write control of digital information 
with respect to both recording regions of a contactleSS IC 
media 20b within the media holder 111 and an external 
contactleSS IC media 20a, ICC, and also includes a processor 
that conducts information processing on the basis of the read 
digital information as occasion demands. 
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CONTACTLESS IC MEDIA AND SYSTEM 
APPLYING THE SAME 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to a contactless IC 
media and a System to which the contactleSS IC media is 
applied. In the present specification, the term “contactleSSIC 
media' is directed to general media on which there is 
mounted a core module based on the Specification of a 
contactleSS IC card which has been internationally Standard 
ized or Subjected to international Standardization delibera 
tion, for example, in IEC (International Electrotechnical 
Commission) JTC1 (Joint Technical Committee 1)/SC (Sub 
Committee) 17 of ISO (International Organization for Stan 
dardization), that is, a contactless IC module. 
0002. As specific examples of the system to which the 
contactleSS IC media is applied, the contactleSS IC media is 
born on a portable communication device, for example, an 
existing cellular telephone radio, a portable computer device 
or the like to execute various applications, the portable 
communication device is spread before an external contact 
less IC media to read recorded information from the con 
tactleSS IC media and to execute required processing, infor 
mation communication is conducted through the contactleSS 
IC media or a contactleSS reader/writer that bears the con 
tactleSS IC media, and So on. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0003. As a card type tool that requires security such as an 
electronic account Settlement card or an identification card 
in an electronic commerce, a contact IC card having an 
electric contact has come into practical use. Because the 
contact IC card is So Structured as to be electrically con 
nected directly to the reader/writer through the contact, the 
operation is normally stable. However, because the card is 
inserted into or drawn off from the reader/writer with a 
physical contact, there is the possibility that a trouble Such 
as contact failure occurs. Under the circumstances, in recent 
years, a contactleSS IC card on which a contactleSS IC media 
that enables the transmission of recorded information with 
out any physical contact is mounted has appeared and has 
been Studied for practical use. 
0004. The contactless IC card is normally structured by 
mounting a contactleSS IC media made up of a radio trans 
ceiver circuit having an antenna (coil) and an IC Section 
having a processor and a memory on a card medium. The 
contactleSS IC card may be structured by a So-called memory 
card having no processor in the IC Section. 
0005 The connection with the reader/writer in the con 
tactleSS IC card is conducted through the radio transceiver 
circuit, and a power Supply and clockS required for the 
operation are generally Supplied from the reader/writer Side. 
The transmission of information including a power compo 
nent and So on from the reader/writer is conducted by using 
a signal resulting from modulating a radio carrier wave of, 
for example, 13.56MHz inASK (amplitude shift key). On 
the other hand, the transmission of information from the card 
Side is conducted by using a signal resulting from load 
modulating sub-carrier waves (847.5/423.7 kHz) which 
combine a plurality of signals of, for example, 13.56MHz 
together. Because it is predicted that a plurality of contact 
leSS IC cards are mixed together in the vicinity of the same 
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reader/writer, a technique which is called “anti-collision” for 
preventing data collision between the respective cards has 
been established. At present, a modulating System conducted 
at the time of returning from the card Side to the reader/ 
writer is changed, or a return timing is changed, to thereby 
enable several cards to be identified. The anti-collision 
technique can be referred to the disclosures of Japanese 
Patent Unexamined Application Publication No. Hei 
5-217032, Japanese Patent Unexamined Application Publi 
cation No. Hei 5-266267. 

0006 Also, in recent years, cellular phone radios such as 
PHSs (Personal Handyphone System) or wireless phones, 
and mobile computer terminals have been rapidly diffused, 
and many perSons have come to carry the cellular phone 
radioS or the mobile computer terminals. Under the circum 
stances, an attempt is made to variously add value to the 
cellular phone radio and so on with the use of the IC card. 
For example, Japanese Patent Unexamined Application Pub 
lication No. Hei 8-87655 discloses an information process 
ing System in which when a holder of an IC card (an owner 
of the cellular phone radio) inserts the IC card on which 
information on a bank of account has been recorded into the 
cellular phone radio to purchase goods or offer paid Service, 
a device for offering the goods or the like acquires the 
recorded information of the IC card through the cellular 
phone radio, and automatically conducts electronic account 
by aid of the acquired recorded information. In this example, 
the IC card is formed of a contact type IC card, and the 
cellular phone radio side is equipped with a contact type 
reader/writer having an electric contact. 
0007 AS described above, because no electric contact is 
required for the contactless IC card, the IC module can be 
downsized, thinned and mass-produced as compared with 
the contact IC card. Also, even if a plurality of contactleSS 
IC cards are mixed together in the vicinity of the same 
reader/writer, Since the reader/writer Side can discriminate 
those IC cards, the same application mode as that of the 
contact type IC card is enabled. In addition, the reader/writer 
for reading the information recorded on the contactleSS IC 
card can be downsized and lighted in weight more than the 
contact type IC card. 
0008 However, most of the conventional contactless IC 
cards record the information in card unit. That is, the 
application of the IC card is determined in each of the cards. 
For that reason, the user is burdened down with holding a 
plurality of contactleSS IC cards according to the purposes of 
applications and finding out an appropriate IC card when 
using the IC card. 
0009. Also, for example, in the above-mentioned infor 
mation processing System, if the contact type IC card is 
replaced by the contactleSS IC card, the reader/writer can be 
downsized, and the cellular phone radio per Se is also 
expected to be lighted in weight. However, the conventional 
reader/writer of this application conducts only information 
interchange with a memory of a built-in contact type IC card 
(or the built-in contactless IC card) or an external contactless 
IC card, and it is not Supposed that information is inter 
changed between the built-in contact type IC card (or the 
built-in contactless IC card) and the external contactless IC 
card. 

0010. As described above, up to now, it is supposed that 
the contactleSS IC media is embedded in a card-shaped 
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medium and used in the card unit. However, the contactleSS 
IC media is not naturally limited to the conventional appli 
cation mode. Also, it can be expected that the IC media is put 
to practical use not only in a Specific field but also in various 
fields where the information communication is intervened 
for general purposes. 

0.011 Under the above circumstances, an object of the 
present invention is to provide a contactleSS IC media 
excellent in general purposes. 
0012 Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an applied System which is capable of adding more 
values with the use of the contactless IC media. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

0013 In order to solve the above problem, according to 
the present invention, there is provided a contactleSS IC 
media characterized in that a contactleSS IC module having 
a recording area for recording computer readable digital 
information therein is embedded in a sheet-shaped medium 
of a given configuration, and an unseparable Sticking mem 
ber or a Sticking member which can be again Stuck after 
being Separated exists on at least one Surface portion of the 
sheet-shaped medium. 
0.014. The contactless IC module is usefully portable 
because of the sheet configuration, and busineSS card infor 
mation including letter data and image data or encoded letter 
information can be recorded on the contactless IC module 
which is Stuck on a busineSS card, a postcard or the like. 
0.015 The present invention is applied to not only the 
structure in which one contactless IC module is embedded in 
one sheet-shaped medium, but also a plurality of contactleSS 
IC modules are embedded in one sheet-shaped medium, and 
the respective contactleSS IC modules and the respective 
regions including portions at which the Sticking members 
exist can be cut off in Specific configurations. The contact 
leSS IC media thus structured can be mass-produced and is 
expected to remarkably reduce the costs. Also, Such a 
contactleSS IC media can be readily carried by the user and 
is useful. 

0016. From the viewpoint of convenience of carriage, the 
contactleSS IC module can be embedded in a Stick-shaped 
medium that can be installed in a Stick-shaped housing. 
0.017. Also, according to the present invention, there is 
provided a solid-type contactless IC media which is born by 
a media bearing member. The contactleSS IC media includes 
a Solid-type module medium of a given configuration in 
which a contactleSS IC module having a recording region is 
embedded. The module medium is integral with an engage 
ment mechanism that allows an engagement and disengage 
ment with respect to the media bearing member by only 
displacing the position of the module medium So as not to be 
readily Separated from the media bearing member. 
0.018 When it is necessary to take the convertibility with 
the existing contact type IC card in use, an electrically 
conductive member for being rendered conductive to a 
contact of an external electronic circuit is disposed on a 
Surface portion of the contactleSS IC module, and the contact 
type IC card is formed when the IC card is born by a recess 
of the card medium which is the same configuration as the 
media bearing member. 
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0019. In order to solve the above other problem, accord 
ing to the present invention, there is provided a contactleSS 
reader/writer comprising a media bearing member for bear 
ing a contactleSS IC media having a recording region; a radio 
transceiver circuit including an antenna; and a control circuit 
for controlling read and write of digital information with 
respect to both of the recording regions of the contactleSS IC 
media which is born by Said media bearing member and an 
external contactleSS IC media within a coverage of Said 
antenna through Said radio transceiver circuit. 
0020. The antenna is embedded in a housing part (for 
example, a cap that forms a partial Structural element of the 
housing of the contactless reader/writer) positioned between 
the born contactless IC media and the external contactless IC 
media. Preferably, the antenna is embedded in the vicinity of 
the Outermost periphery of the housing part So that the 
coverage of the antenna is not reduced by the housing of the 
contactleSS reader/writer. 

0021 A plurality of contactless IC media are born by the 
media bearing member, and the read control and the write 
control of the digital information with respect to the record 
ing region of any contactleSS IC media may be Selectively 
conducted through a single or a plurality of radio transceiver 
circuits. In the case of using a plurality of radio transceiver 
circuits, it is preferable that, for example, those radio trans 
ceiver circuits are operated under the respective different 
conditions or at the respective different timing, and the read 
control and the write control of the digital information with 
respect to the recording region of the contactless IC media 
Suited for the above operating condition among the plurality 
of contactleSS IC media is Selectively conducted. 
0022. According to the present invention, there is pro 
Vided a contactleSS reader/writer comprising: a movable 
media bearing member which is capable of bearing a plu 
rality of contactleSS IC media each having a digital infor 
mation recording region on the same plane at the Same time; 
a radio transceiver circuit having an antenna which is 
disposed at a specific position in parallel with Said media 
bearing member; and a displacement mechanism which 
displaces Said media bearing member on the plane So that 
Said plurality of contactleSS IC media approach the Specific 
position; wherein the digital information is transmitted/ 
received with respect to a specific contactleSS IC media 
through Said antenna. 
0023. Also, according to the present invention, there is 
provided a contactleSS reader/writer comprising: a media 
bearing member which is capable of bearing a plurality of 
contactleSS IC media each having a digital information 
recording region at the Same time; a read/write mechanism 
bearing member on which a media read/write mechanism 
including an antenna and a radio transceiver circuit are 
mounted; and a displacement mechanism that displaces Said 
read/write mechanism bearing member So that a specific one 
of Said plurality of contactleSS IC media approach Said 
antenna, wherein digital information is transmitted/received 
with respect to the Specific contactleSS IC media through 
Said antenna. 

0024. In the above contactless reader/writer, the media 
bearing member Specifically includes a plate-shaped holder 
which is capable of bearing Said plurality of contactleSS IC 
media at regular intervals at the same time. Said displace 
ment mechanism brings the Specific contactleSS IC media in 
close contact with Said antenna. 
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0.025 The contactless reader/writer according to the 
present invention not only merely interchanges the digital 
information with respect to the contactleSS IC media or the 
external contactleSS IC media, but also realizes the same 
function as a function given to the contactleSS IC media on 
the basis of the recording region of the born contactleSS IC 
media. With this structure, the contactless IC media or the 
contactleSS IC card on which the contactleSS IC media is 
mounted can be recognized by an external electronic device 
or the like. 

0026. The contactless reader/writer includes information 
processing means that executes information processing on 
the basis of the digital information read through Said control 
circuit, and the information processing result by the infor 
mation processing means is recorded on the digital infor 
mation reader, thereby being capable of reducing a range of 
a design modification of the electronic device Side on which 
the contactleSS reader/writer should be mounted. 

0027. Also, the contactless reader/writer according to the 
present invention is accommodated in the card medium used 
in the information processing device on which the card 
reader/writer is mounted, thereby being capable of realizing 
a plurality of functions by one card medium. 
0028. Further, according to the present invention, there is 
provided a portable communication device which is capable 
of enhancing an added value with the use of a contactleSS IC 
media. 

0029. The portable communication device records, for 
example, Sound Source data and image data outputted in 
asSociation with the Sound Source data on a Single or a 
plurality of contactleSS IC media in a portable communica 
tion device on which a display is mounted or a portable 
communication device on which a display and a Sound 
producing mechanism are mounted. Also, the portable com 
munication device includes: a radio transceiver circuit hav 
ing an antenna which is embedded in a device housing; a 
control circuit that reads the Sound Source data and the image 
data from any one of a contactleSS IC media born by Said 
media bearing member and an external contactleSS IC media 
within a coverage of Said antenna; information processing 
means having a Sound Source controller that allows the 
Sound producing mechanism to reproduce a Sound on the 
basis of the read information and/or a display controller that 
allows an image to be displayed on Said display; wherein the 
recorded information of the contactleSS IC media can be 
Visually or acoustically grasped. 
0.030. In a portable communication device drivable by a 
battery, there are provided a coil for receiving an electric 
power component from the external in a contactleSS manner; 
and a charging circuit that converts the electric power 
component received through the coil into a charge electric 
power having a given value to charge Said battery with the 
converted charge electric power; wherein the battery is 
charged with the use of the reader/writer function in the 
contactleSS manner. 

0.031 Further, according to the present invention, there is 
provided various information transmission Systems using a 
contactleSS IC media. 

0032. A first information transmission system includes: a 
portable communication device on which a contactleSS 
reader/writer according to the present invention is mounted; 
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and a media issuance device that records digital information 
corresponding to a given value information on the contact 
leSS IC media and issues the digital information; wherein a 
kind of the digital information to be recorded on the con 
tactleSS IC media can be arbitrarily Selected in accordance 
with the value information. The media issuance device is So 
designed as to periodically update the digital information 
corresponding to the same value information, for example, 
periodical publication article information including letter 
data. The digital contents including an image, a Sound or the 
like may be recorded on the contactleSS IC media and then 
issued. 

0033) A second information transmission system 
includes: a contactleSS IC media on a Surface portion of 
which guide information which can be visually recognized 
by a perSon is described, and in an internal recording region 
of which mechanically readable digital information repre 
Sentative of the contents corresponding to the guide infor 
mation is recorded; and a portable communication device 
according to the present invention which includes means for 
reproducing the digital information read from the contactleSS 
IC media; wherein Said contactleSS IC media are dispersed 
at a plurality of appropriate positions, respectively. A plu 
rality of contactless IC media may be embedded in the same 
guide panel on which the guide information is described. 

0034. A third information transmission system includes: 
a plurality of portable communication devices each includ 
ing a single or a plurality of IC media and a contactless 
reader/writer according to the present invention; wherein 
each of the portable communication devices can mutually 
interchange the recorded information of the contactleSS IC 
media of the Subject communication device. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0035 FIG. 1(a) is a front view showing a sheet on which 
a plurality of circular contactleSS IC media are formed, and 
FIG. 1(b) is a front view showing a sheet on which a 
plurality of plug-type contactleSS IC media are formed; 
0036 FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing the appear 
ance of a Stick-type contactleSS IC media; 
0037 FIGS. 3(a) to 3(c) are diagrams showing an 
engagement mechanism that allows the engagement and 
disengagement of the contactleSS IC media with respect to a 
media holder by only displacement of the position of the 
engagement mechanism, in which FIG.3(a) is a front view 
showing a media engagement mechanism at a media holder 
Side, FIG. 3(b) is an explanatory diagram showing the 
engagement mechanism at a module medium Side, and FIG. 
3(c) is an explanatory diagram showing the application State; 
0038 FIG. 4 is a structural diagram showing a contact 
leSS reader/writer in accordance with a first embodiment; 

0039 FIG. 5 is a structural diagram showing a contact 
leSS reader/writer in accordance with a Second embodiment; 

0040 FIG. 6 is a structural diagram showing a contact 
leSS reader/writer in accordance with a third embodiment in 
which one antenna is provided; 
0041 FIG. 7 is a structural diagram showing a contact 
less reader/writer in accordance with the third embodiment 
in which two antennas are provided; 
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0.042 FIG. 8 is a structural diagram showing a contact 
leSS reader/writer in accordance with a fourth embodiment in 
which one antenna is provided; 
0.043 FIG. 9 is a structural diagram showing a contact 
less reader/writer in accordance with the fourth embodiment 
in which the number of antennas is identical with that of 
coin-type media; 
0044 FIGS. 10(a) to 10(d) are structural diagrams show 
ing a contactleSS reader/writer in accordance with a fifth 
embodiment and showing the Structure of the contactleSS 
reader/writer in which a Specific media is Selected from a 
plurality of coin-type media, and data is read/written with 
respect to the Selected media; 
004.5 FIGS. 11(a) to 11(c) are structural diagrams show 
ing a contactleSS reader/writer in accordance with a sixth 
embodiment an showing the Structure of the contactleSS 
reader/writer in which a Specific media is Selected from a 
plurality of coin-type media, and data is read/written with 
respect to the Selected media; 
0046 FIGS. 12(a) to 11(c) are structural diagrams show 
ing a contactleSS reader/writer in accordance with a Seventh 
embodiment, in which FIG. 12(a) is a structural diagram 
showing the main portion of a contactleSS reader/writer 
mounted on a cellular phone radio that operates by means of 
a battery, FIG. 12(b) is a structural diagram showing the 
main portion of a contactleSS reader/writer mounted on a 
charging device, and FIG. 12(c) is an explanatory diagram 
showing the application State of the contactleSS reader/writer 
during charging, 
0047 FIGS. 13(a) to 13(c) are structural diagrams show 
ing a contactleSS reader/writer in accordance with an eighth 
embodiment, in which FIGS. 13(a) and 13(b) are diagrams 
showing the structure of a PC card on which the contactless 
reader/writer is mounted, and FIG. 13(c) is an explanatory 
diagram showing the application mode of the PC card; 
0.048 FIG. 14 is an explanatory diagram showing a use 
State of an image recording card for a digital camera on 
which a contactleSS reader/writer is mounted; 
0049 FIG. 15 is a perspective view showing the appear 
ance of a cellular phone radio with which the contactleSS 
reader/writer shown in FIG. 4 or 5 is integrated; 
0050 FIG. 16 is a conceptual explanatory diagram show 
ing an example of an application mode of the cellular phone 
radio; 
0051 FIG. 17 is a conceptual explanatory diagram show 
ing another application mode of the cellular phone radio; 
0.052 FIG. 18 is a cross-sectional view showing a cel 
lular phone radio on which a contactleSS reader/writer is 
mounted where a plurality of coin-type media can be Stacked 
one on another. 

0.053 FIG. 19 is a cross-sectional view showing a cel 
lular phone radio on which a contactleSS reader/writer is 
mounted where a plurality of coin-type media can be Stacked 
one on another, and a plurality of antennas are provided; 
0.054 FIG. 20 is a perspective view showing the appear 
ance of a cellular phone radio on which a contactleSS 
reader/writer is mounted where a plurality of coin-type 
media can be arranged in parallel and one antenna is 
provided; 
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0055 FIG. 21 is a perspective view showing the appear 
ance of a cellular phone radio on which a contactleSS 
reader/writer is mounted where a plurality of coin-type 
media can be arranged in parallel and antennas of the same 
number as that of the coin-type media are provided; and 
0056 FIG. 22 is a structural diagram showing a system 
which converts an article of a newspaper, a weekly magazine 
or a monthly magazine into digital information while peri 
odically updating the article and offers the article to a user. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

0057 Subsequently, embodiments of the present inven 
tion will be described in detail with reference to the accom 
panying drawings. 

0058) 1. EMBODIMENT OF CONTACTLESS IC 
MEDIA 

0059 First, a contactless IC media according to an 
embodiment of the present invention will be described. 

0060 (1) Sheet-shaped contactless IC media 

0061 FIG. 1(a) is a front view showing a sheet la on 
which a plurality of circular contactless IC media 11 are 
formed, and FIG. 1(b) is a front view showing a sheet 1b on 
which a plurality of plug-type contactleSS IC media 12 are 
formed. 

0062) Notch portions 11a and 12a are formed along the 
outer peripheries of the respective contactleSS IC media 11 
and 12 in the respective sheets 1a and 1b so that the 
contactless IC media 11 and 12 can be cut off from the 
respective sheets la and 1b one by one at the time of using 
the contactless media 11 and 12. Each of the contactless IC 
media 11 and 12 is designed in Such a manner that a 
contactleSS IC module is embedded, for example, in a sheet 
medium made of thin resin, and a Sticking member adheres 
to an entire or partial back Surface of the contactleSS IC 
module. The sheet medium is Subjected to a Surface treat 
ment So that the Sheet medium can be printed, and as 
occasion demands, the sheet medium is Subjected to water 
proofing. In an intended use that needs to maintain Security, 
for example, in the case of adhering the contactleSS IC media 
to a finance card or the like in use, the contactleSS IC media 
is adhered to a card medium with an unseparable resin 
adhesive. In an intended use that does not always require the 
Security, the contactleSS IC media 11 and 12 are made of a 
raw material which can be again adhered to other portions 
after the contactless IC media 11 and 12 are separated from 
portions to which the contactless IC media 11 and 12 are 
adhered. The latter Sticking member can be more simply 
realized by use of a Slow cure adhesive. A magnetic agent 
may be adhered to the Sticking member through a shield 
member that magnetically Shields the contactleSS IC module 
from the magnetic agent. 

0063. The contactless IC module may be formed of a 
known IC module including a radio transceiver circuit 
having an antenna and an IC portion. The IC portion is 
formed with at least a digital information recording region 
and a control circuit that controls data write and read 
between the radio transducer circuit and the recording 
region. 
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0064. The recording of the digital information in the 
recoding region may be conducted eX post facto by a 
contactless reader/writer which will be described, or may be 
conducted at the time of producing a module in advance. 
Also, in the case where the control circuit can be replaced by 
a reader/writer Side control circuit, the control circuit in the 
IC portion may be omitted. 
0065. The contactless IC media 11 and 12 thus structured 
can be adhered to an arbitrary position where the contactleSS 
reader/writer can read the digital information from the 
recording region. For example, the contactleSS IC media 11 
and 12 can be adhered to a contactleSS reader/writer main 
body or an electronic device on which the contactleSS 
reader/writer is mounted in use. 

0.066 Also, the profile, the address, the telephone No. of 
an individual or a company, etc., are recorded on the 
contactless IC media 11 and 12 in the form of letter 
information and image information, and the contactleSS IC 
media 11 and 12 are adhered to a mount of a business card 
or a pamphlet and then distributed to other perSons. Infor 
mation to be printed is recorded on the contactleSS IC media 
11 and 12, and the contactless IC media 11 and 12 are 
adhered to a printed matter. Information to be mailed is 
recorded on the contactless IC media 11 and 12, and the 
contactless IC media 11 and 12 are adhered to the mail, or 
the contactleSS IC media 11 and 12 on which propaganda 
information on a company consisting of multi-media data is 
recorded are adhered to the leaflet of “company's prospec 
tus' and then distributed. Thus, various use modes can be 
applied. 

0067. In the case where the contactless IC media 11 and 
12 are adhered to the mount of the busineSS card, if a logo 
mark of the company or the like is printed on a front Surface 
of the contactless IC media 11 and 12, and the contactless IC 
media 11 and 12 are then adhered to a predetermined 
position of the mount, “electronic busineSS card” which is 
not Strange as compared with the normal busineSS card can 
be realized. 

0068 The advantages obtained by realizing the electronic 
busineSS card are as follows: 

0069. The manual input of data when the business card 
information is edited and managed by an electronic device 
becomes unnecessary. 
0070 The business card information can be utilized as it 
is in a device that automatically dials on the basis of phone 
No. information or a device that Sets a destination of 
navigation or the like on the basis of address information. 
0071 Information on company's prospectus, a product 
catalog, a descriptive pamphlet, information, a written con 
tract and So on can be recorded on the contactleSS IC media 
11 and 12 in addition to the information printed on the 
Surface of the mount. 

0072) If voice information is recorded on the contactless 
IC media 11 and 12 together with the business card infor 
mation as digital data, the individual information and the 
company information can be versatilely expressed. 
0.073 When visiting a customer, the user carries one 
electronic business card So that the electronic busineSS card 
can be read by a customer's reader/writer with the results 
that a binding of a pamphlet and carrying of the binding 
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become unnecessary. The contactleSS IC media having the 
recorded information changed according to the intended use 
can be arbitrarily Selected. For example, in case of an 
intended use that requires only the name, the address, the 
phone No., and So on, it is Sufficient to prepare only an 
electronic busineSS card having a Small capacity, and it is not 
always necessary to distribute an expensive busineSS card 
large in memory capacity on which all information is 
recorded. 

0074 Also, digital contents including periodical publica 
tion article information Such as a newspaper or a magazine, 
a photographic image or a graphic image, Sound data Such 
as a voice, BGM or bird Sound, etc., may be recorded on a 
plurality of contactless IC media 11 and 12 at the same time 
So that those contactless IC media 11 and 12 can be sold one 
by one. A person who receives the contactleSS IC media 11 
and 12 reads digital information from the recording region 
through a contactless reader/writer which will be described 
later or a normal contactleSS reader/writer and conducts 
required information processing, display processing on a 
display, etc. 

0075. The contactless IC media according to the present 
invention may be embedded in the sheets 1a and 1b, or a 
Single contactleSS IC module may be embedded in a sheet 
medium. For example, the contactleSS IC module can be 
embedded in a postcard to provide an IC postcard, or the IC 
module can be embedded in the above-mentioned mount of 
the business card to provide an IC business card mount. 

0076 (2) Stick-shaped contactless IC media 
0077 FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the appearance of an 
example of a Stick-type contactleSS IC media. 

0078. A contactless IC media 13 is structured in such a 
manner that a contactleSS IC module is embedded in a 
Stick-shaped medium 1c having a receSS 1d identical in 
configuration with an upper end portion of a Stick-shaped 
housing, for example, a pen-shaped housing Such as a 
Writing implement. 

007.9 The contactless IC media 13 thus structured 
enables the recorded information to be read therefrom or the 
digital information to be recorded thereon only if the upper 
end portion of the pen-shaped housing approaches a con 
tactless reader/writer not shown. The contactless IC media 
13 where a processor is not mounted on the IC portion but 
only a data recording region is formed can be used, for 
example, for an intended use that data is intended to be 
recorded instantly, or for recording the digital information 
for only the purpose of reproduction. In the case where a 
processor and an application program recording region are 
formed on the IC portion in addition to the data recording 
region, higher-graded information processing can be con 
ducted, for example, the execution result of application 
program by the processor can be transmitted to the reader/ 
writer Side, or the execution result can be Saved in the data 
recorded region instantly. 

0080 (3) Solid-type contactless IC media 
0081. The contactless IC media according to the present 
invention is not only sheet-shaped or Stick-shaped, but also 
may be formed of a Solid-type media having a certain 
configuration. 
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0082 In this example, a coin-type media is exemplified 
as one example. The coin-type media is born by a media 
holder (a media bearing member), a portable audio device, 
a notebook personal computer, a portable game machine, a 
digital camera, a cellular phone radio, a portable terminal 
(PDA), a wrist watch, a card medium or the like in an 
interchangeable State, in use. 
0.083. The coin-type media is formed in such a manner 
that a known contactleSS IC module is embedded in a 
coin-shaped module medium. The coin-shaped module 
medium is basically Sufficiently of a simple Structure that the 
module medium can be born by the media holder. However, 
for example, in the case where the module medium is used 
in a State where the module medium is exposed from the 
media holder, in order to prevent the module medium from 
being Separated from the media holder in use, the configu 
ration and the structure need to be devised. In this embodi 
ment, an engagement mechanism that allows the engage 
ment and disengagement of the module medium with respect 
to the media holder by only displacement of the position of 
the engagement mechanism is integrated with the module 
medium. 

0084. The engagement mechanism corresponds to a 
media engagement mechanism 31 at the media holder Side 
as exemplified in FIG. 3(a), and its specific structure is 
shown, for example, in an upper portion of FIG.3(b). That 
is, projections 10a that can be engaged with the media 
engagement mechanism 31 are formed integrally with a rear 
surface of a coin-shaped module medium 10. When the 
coin-shaped module medium 10 is used, as shown in FIG. 
3(c), the module medium 10 is inserted into the media 
engagement mechanism 31 and relatively rotated So as to be 
engaged with the media engagement mechanism 31. When 
the module medium 10 is disengaged from the media 
engagement mechanism 31, the module medium 10 is 
rotated in a counter direction to a rotating direction at the 
time of engagement. 
0085. If the structure shown in the figures is replaced by 
a structure in which a hinge member a thickness of which 
changes in a tapered shape in an engaging direction is 
integrated with a part of the outer peripheral portion of the 
module medium, and the media engagement mechanism can 
be engaged with the module medium when the thickness of 
the hinge member reaches an end of the tapered shape, the 
configurations and the Structures of the module medium and 
the media holder can be more simplified. 
0.086 Also, the above description is given of an example 
of the coin-type media, but if the same engagement mecha 
nism is formed in case of a plug-type media or a Solid-type 
media having another configuration, the module medium 
can be prevented from being readily disengaged from the 
media holder. It is needless to say that even if the sheet 
shaped contactless IC media 11 shown in FIG. 1(a) is 
adhered to the coin-shaped module medium, the IC media 
can be employed as the above-mentioned coin-type media. 
0087. In case of a card medium identical in configuration 
with the general-purpose IC card, when the card medium is 
intended to be used as the contact type IC card in addition 
to the contactless IC card in the state where the media holder 
interchangeably bears the Solid-type media, an electrically 
conductive member is deposited or adhered on a Surface 
portion of the contactleSS IC media. The electrically con 
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ductive member is So designed as to be rendered conductive 
to a contact of an external electronic circuit, and is normally 
connected in parallel with a contact portion of the radio 
transceiver circuit and the IC portion. 
0088. The electrically conductive member may be depos 
ited or adhered onto a Surface of the sheet-shaped contact 
less IC media 11 and 12 shown in FIGS. 1(a) and 1(b). 
0089 2. Contactless reader/writer 
0090 Subsequently, a description will be given of an 
embodiment of a contactleSS reader/writer for using the 
contactleSS IC media according to the present invention, or 
for realizing the same function as that given to the contact 
leSS IC media by using the contactleSS IC media. 
0091. This embodiment shows an example of using a 
Simple structure, that is, a coin-type media 20 without the 
provision of the above-mentioned engagement mechanism 
10a as the contactless IC media. Similarly, if the above 
mentioned sheet-shaped contactleSS IC media 11 is adhered 
to the coin-shaped module medium, the IC media can be 
employed as the coin-type media 20. 
0092 (1) First Embodiment 
0093 FIG. 4 is a structural diagram showing a contact 
leSS reader/writer in accordance with a first embodiment and 
shows a basic structure of other contactleSS reader/writers 
which will be described below. 

0094. A contactless reader/writer 40 intervenes an 
antenna 42 between a media holder 41 for bearing an 
internal coin type media 20b and another external coin type 
media 20a. The antenna 42 is normally embedded in a 
housing cap of the contactleSS reader/writer. The antenna 42 
is connected with a transceiver circuit 43, and the transceiver 
circuit 43 is connected with a control Section 44, a power 
Supply Section 47 and a clock Supply Section 48. The power 
Supply Section 47 is So designed as to output a power 
component which is Superimposed on a carrier wave in the 
transceiver circuit 43, and the clock Supply Section 48 is So 
designed as to output a clock component having a prede 
termined period which is Superimposed on the carrier wave. 
The control Section 44 controls the operation of reading 
recorded information from a memory (M) 45, the operation 
of writing the information in the memory 45, a timing of 
transmit/receive waves in the transceiver circuit 43 and 
communication of information with respect to the external 
electronic circuit through an external interface (I/F) 46. The 
control Section 44 also has a function of preventing conges 
tion between a plurality of coin type media due to a known 
anti-collision System. 
0.095 Each of the coin type media 20a and 20b includes 
at least an antenna 21, a transceiver circuit 22, a control 
circuit 23 and a memory 24. 
0096. The control circuit 23 produces an electric power 
and clocks on the basis of a power component and a clock 
component which are received from the contactleSS reader/ 
writer 50 through the antenna 21 and the transceiver circuit 
22 and adjusts the operating environments of the contactleSS 
module. Also, the control circuit 23 also controls the opera 
tion of writing data into the memory 24 (data IN) and the 
operation of reading data from the memory 24 (data OUT), 
and transmits the read data, commands and So on to the 
contactless reader/writer 40 side through the transceiver 
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circuit 22 and the antenna 21. In the memory 24 are recorded 
identification data for identifying the coil type media, data 
inherent to the user, Simple application program, data, digital 
contents and So on, as occasion demands. 

0097. In case of an intended use that requires the security, 
a processor that Serves as one information processing means 
is disposed in the coin type media 20b, and a code key, a 
decode key and a code algorism which are readable by the 
processor are recorded on the memory 24. With this struc 
ture, the same function as that given to the coin type media 
20b, that is, the encoding function and the decoding function 
can be realized by the contactless reader/writer 40. Like 
wise, in the case where application program of an execute 
form is recorded in the memory 24 of the coin type media 
20b, the application program can be executed by the con 
tactless reader/writer 40. Also, the executed result of the 
application program can be recorded in the memory 24 of 
the coin type media 20b. 
0098. The transmit/receive of information between the 
contactless reader/writer 40 and the coin type media 20a, 
20b can be realized by the same operating environment as 
that of the normal contactleSS reader/writer and the contact 
less IC card. 

0099 For example, the transmission of information from 
the contactless reader/writer 40 to the coin type media 20a 
and 20b can be conducted by using a signal resulting from 
ASK-modulating a radio carrier wave of 13.56MHz, and 
the transmission of information from the coin type media 
20a and 20b to the contactless reader/writer 40 can be 
conducted by using a signal resulting from load-modulating 
sub-carrier waves (847.5/423.7 kHz) combining a plurality 
of signals of 13.56MHz together. As with the conventional 
contactleSS IC card, a clock component and a power com 
ponent in addition to a data component are transmitted to the 
coin type media 20a and 20b from the contactless reader/ 
writer 40. 

0100. The contactless IC card thus structured can conduct 
information read control and information write control with 
respect to the recording regions of both of the internal coin 
type media 20a and the external coin type media 20a within 
the coverage of the antenna 42 by means of the control 
Section 44. This function does not exist in the conventional 
contactleSS reader/writer. 

0101 Even if those two coin type media 20a and 20b 
exist at the same time, Since the above-mentioned anti 
collision function is effected and those coin type media 20a 
and 20b can be readily identified by decoding the identifi 
cation data, data inherent to the user and So on which are 
recorded in the memories 24 of the respective coin type 
media 20a and 20b, there arises no problem. 

0102) (2) Second Embodiment 
0103 FIG. 5 is a structural diagram showing a contact 
leSS reader/writer in accordance with a modified example of 
the above first embodiment, in which the elements identical 
in function are designated by like Symbols for convenience. 
The contactless reader/writer 50 has two radio transceiver 
Systems having the antennas which operate independently. 

0104. In other words, the antenna 42a, the transceiver 
circuit 43a, the power Supply Section 47a and the clock 
Supply Section 48a operate with respect to the external 
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coin-type media 20a whereas the antenna 42b, the trans 
ceiver circuit 43b, the power supply section 47b and the 
clock Supply Section 48b operate with the coin type media 
born by the media holder 41. The control section 44 grasps 
the operating conditions of those coin type media and 
Selectively conducts the read control and the write control of 
the digital information with respect to the recording regions 
of the external coin type media 20a and/or the born coin type 
media 20b. 

0105. In the contactless reader/writer 50 thus structured, 
Since the data is transmitted and received between the 
external coin type media 20a and the internal coin type 
media 20b through the radio transceiver Systems indepen 
dent from each other, there hardly occurs a problem of 
congestion. 

0106 (3) Third Embodiment 
0107 FIGS. 6 and 7 are structural diagrams showing the 
contactless readers/writers 55 and 56 in which a plurality of 
coin type media 20 can be born by the media holder 51 at the 
Same time, and the elements having the same functions as 
those in FIG. 4 are designated by like symbols. 
0.108 FIG. 6 is an example in which one antenna 42 is 
used, and FIG. 7 is an example in which two antennas 42a 
and 42b are used. 

0109. In case of the contactless reader/writer 55 shown in 
FIG. 6, the control section 44 conducts the data read control 
or the data write control while shifting a timing between the 
plurality of coin type media 20, or conducts the data read 
control or the data write control with respect to only a 
returned response to a sent different command. With this 
operation, the control Section 44 can Selectively execute a 
plurality of application programs in a State where the plu 
rality of coin type media 20 are born at the same time. 
0110. In case of the contactless reader/writer 56 shown in 
FIG. 7, the control section 44 conducts the data read control 
or the data write control under conditions different from each 
other according to the use. For example, in an intended use 
that requires real-time property, high-Speed data read is 
conducted by using the antenna 42a, and in an intended use 
that requires a high quality property rather than the real-time 
property, the data read is conducted at a low Speed and with 
a high quality. With this operation, the contactleSS reader/ 
writer 56 enables multi-purpose data processing according 
to the use. 

0111 Although a description is omitted, the data read 
control or the data write control can be conducted with 
respect to the external coin type media through the antennas 
42 and 42a, respectively. 

0112 (4) Fourth Embodiment 
0113 FIG. 8 is a structural diagram showing a contact 
less reader/writer 57 that conducts the data read control or 
the data write control through one antenna 42 between a 
media holder 52 which can bear a plurality of coin type 
media 20 in a state where those coin type media 20 are 
arranged on the Same plane and those coin type media 20. 
The elements having the same functions as those in FIG. 4 
are designated by like Symbols for convenience. 

0114. The antenna 42 is embedded, for example, in a 
housing cap in parallel with the respective coin type media 
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20. The basic operation is identical with that in the contact 
less reader/write 55 shown in FIG. 6. 

0115 FIG. 9 is a structural diagram showing a contact 
less reader/writer 58 in which antennas 42 having the same 
number as that of the coin type media 20 arranged within the 
media holder 52 shown in FIG. 8 is disposed. Each of the 
antennas 42 is embedded in the housing cap in parallel with 
the coin type media 20. Although the basic operation is 
identical with the contactless reader/writer 56 shown in 
FIG. 7, since the individual antennas 42 can be brought in 
close contact with the coin type media 0, there is advanta 
geous in that the occurrence of cross-talk can be reduced as 
compared with the cases shown in FIGS. 7 and 8. 
0116 (5) Fifth Embodiment 
0117 FIGS. 10(a) to 10(d) are diagrams showing the 
Structure of a contactleSS reader/writer which Selects a 
Specific one to be Subjected to data read/write from a 
plurality of coin type media. 
0118. The contactless reader/writer accommodates a 
movable media holder having a displacement mechanism 
within a housing and a radio transceiver System including a 
close-contact type antenna. 
0119) As shown in FIG.10(a), the movable media holder 
is structured in Such a manner that a plurality of hollow 
portions 62 having the same configuration as that of the coin 
type media 20 are formed in an annular plate 61 having 
Substantially the same thickness as that of the coin type 
media 20, and a displacement mechanism 63 for rotating 
itself on the same plane is fixed onto a center portion of the 
annular plate 61. 
0120 FIG. 10(b) is an internal structural diagram show 
ing a positional relationship of the movable media holder 
within a housing 64, FIG. 10(c) is a top view showing the 
housing 64, and FIG. 10(d) is a side cross-sectional view 
showing a contactleSS reader/writer 60. Reference numeral 
61 a denotes a housing window for accommodating the coin 
type media 20 in the hollow portions 62 or for disengaging 
the coin type media 20 from the hollowing portions 62, and 
reference numeral 65 is a close-contact type antenna. 
0121. In the contactless reader/writer 60 thus structured, 
a plurality of coin type media 20 on which different digital 
information, for example, application program and Security 
data are recorded are accommodated in the hollow portions 
62, and the user displaces the displacement mechanism 63 So 
that a desired coin type media 20 approaches the close 
contact antenna 65. The digital information read through the 
close-contact antenna 65 is Sent out to an external electronic 
device through an external interface circuit not shown. In 
this manner, an appropriate coin type media 20 can be 
Selectively employed in accordance with the use. 
0122) The annular plate 61 is exemplified and it is 
needless to Say that the annular plate 61 may be replaced by 
another plate differently configured. For example, the 
present invention encompasses a structure in which a plu 
rality of hollow portions are arranged in a rectangular plate, 
a fan-shaped plate or the likes and the plate is reversibly Slid 
on the same plane with the use of the displacement mecha 
nism Such as a gear So that a desired coin type media 20 
approaches the close-contact type antenna. Also, the close 
contact type antenna may be replaced by an antenna having 
a directivity. 
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0123 (6) Sixth Embodiment 
0124 FIGS. 11(a) to 11(c) are diagrams showing the 
Structure of another contactleSS reader/writer that Selects a 
Specific one to be Subjected to data read/write from a 
plurality of coin type media. 

0.125 The contactless reader/writer accommodates a 
fixed media holder and a movable read/write mechanism 
bearing member on which a media read/write mechanism 
including an antenna and a radio transceiver System is 
mounted within a housing. 

0126. As shown in FIG. 11(a), the media holder is 
designed in Such a manner that a plurality of hollow portions 
72 for accommodating a plurality of coin type media 20 
therein are formed in an annular plate having Substantially 
the same thickness as that of the coin type media 20. The 
media holder is loaded at a predetermined position within a 
housing of the contactleSS reader/writer after it has born the 
coin type media 20. Reference numeral 73 denotes a hole 
defined in the center of the annular plate 71. 
0127 FIG. 11(b) is a structural diagram showing a read/ 
write mechanism bearing member. This embodiment shows 
an example in which a mechanism that reads and writes 
digital information with respect to the coin type media 20 is 
Structured by making an antenna, a radio transceiver circuit 
and its downstream circuits into a module. The read/write 
mechanism bearing member is structured in Such a manner 
that a Support member where a displacement mechanism 76 
is formed in the center of an annular plate 75 having 
Substantially the same diameter as that of, for example, the 
annular plate 71, the Support member is slidably inserted 
into a hole 73 of the annular plate 71, and a module 74 
having an antenna is embedded in a middle portion of the 
annular plate 75. The module 74 is embedded at a position 
where the antenna is brought in close contact with each of 
the plural coin type media 20 by rotation of the annular plate 
75. 

0128. The contactless reader/writer 70 thus structured 
enables the same use mode as that in the fifth embodiment 
except that a member to be displaced is the module 74 
including the antenna. That is, the annular plate 75 is 
allowed to rotate with the hole 73 as a fulcrum by manipu 
lation of a displacement mechanism ring 76 by the user So 
that the antenna of the module 74 can approach a desired 
coin type media 20 as shown in FIG. 11(c). 
0129. It is needless to say that the annular plate 75 may 
be replaced by a plate having another configuration as in the 
media holder. Also, the module 74 may be replaced by a 
Structure in which only the antenna and the radio transceiver 
circuit are embedded in the annular plate 75, and the 
downstream circuits are connected to an internal circuit of 
an electronic device on which the contactleSS reader/writer 
70 is mounted through an electric contact disposed along a 
rotating path of the annular plate 75, and So on. 

0130 (7) Seventh Embodiment 
0131 FIG. 12(a) is a structural diagram showing the 
main portion of a contactleSS reader/writer that is mounted 
on an electronic device actuated by a battery, for example, 
a cellular phone radio or a PDA. The contactless reader/ 
writer 80 includes at least an antenna 42 embedded in a 
housing cap, a transceiver circuit 43 connected to the 
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antenna 42, and a charging circuit connected to an output 
side of the transceiver circuit 43. The charging circuit 81 
includes a constant Voltage circuit 811 that Supplies a 
constant Voltage to the Structural parts of a downstream 
reader/writer function from a power Supply and Stably 
outputs a power of a constant value to a charging terminal 
of a battery B. 
0132 FIG. 12(b) is a structural diagram showing the 
main portion of a contactless reader/writer 85 that is 
mounted on a charging device for charging an electronic 
device. The contactless reader/writer 80 includes an antenna 
42 embedded in a housing cap, a transceiver circuit 43 
connected to the antenna 42, a transceiver circuit 43 con 
nected to the antenna 42 and a power converting circuit 86 
for converting a commercial power into a charging power. 
The power converting circuit 86 corresponds to the power 
supply sections 47, 47a and 47b shown in FIGS. 4 to 8. 
0133. The antenna 42 and the transceiver circuit 43 
function as an electromagnetic induction coil that induces an 
electric power by means of electromagnetic induction at the 
electronic device Side when the charging device Side and the 
electronic device side approach each other. 
0134) In use, as shown in FIG. 12(c), an electronic device 
D1 is Set in the vicinity of a charging device J1, and a 
charging power is Supplied to the electronic device D1 side 
from the charging device J1 side through the contactleSS 
reader/writer 85. The contactless reader/writer 80 at the 
electronic device D1 side inputs the power induced by the 
antenna 42 and the transceiver circuit 43 to the charging 
circuit 81. The charging circuit 81 stabilizes the induced 
power to a constant value higher than a rated Voltage of the 
battery B by means of the constant voltage circuit 811 and 
Supplies the Stabilized power to the charging terminal 82 of 
the battery B. As a result, the battery B of the electronic 
device D1 is charged. 
0135 An exclusive charging device is normally provided 
in the electronic device D1, and the electronic device is Set 
at a predetermined position of the charging device So that 
their contacts are brought in contact with each other, to 
thereby enable charging. Therefore, a charging device dif 
ferent in the model, the configuration and So on cannot be 
employed. However, in this embodiment, battery charging is 
enabled regardless of the model, the configuration and So on. 
0136 (8) Eighth Embodiment 
0.137 The contactless reader/writer according to the 
present invention can be mounted on a card medium Such as 
a PC card in use. For example, a PC card 90 the appearance 
of which is shown in FIG. 13(a) accommodates a contact 
less reader/writer 91 in the interior of a housing and is 
formed with a media holder 92 for detachably bearing a coin 
type media 20 on a Surface portion thereof. AS shown in 
FIG. 13(b), a structure may be made in such a manner that 
a contactless reader/writer 95 having a media holder 96 for 
bearing a plurality of coin type media 20 is installed in an 
inner space 93 of a PC card 94. Application program and 
data are recorded on the coin type media 20. 
0138. The PC cards 90 and 94 are equipped into a card 
slot 97 of a personal computer or the like in use as shown in 
FIG. 13(c), and its use mode depends on the sort of the born 
coin type media 20. For example, the coin type media 20 can 
be employed as a rim-bubble recording device of a personal 
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computer PC, employed as a recording medium of a pro 
gram code read and executed by the personal computer PC, 
or employed as a transmission medium of electronic data 
read from an external electronic device. In case of a PC card 
having a communication function, communication environ 
mental data can be saved in the coin type media 20 in use. 
0139 Also, as shown in FIG. 15, the PC card can be 
employed as an image record card of a digital camera DC. 
That is, the coin type media 20 is inserted into a card-shaped 
media holder 98, and photograph data is allowed to be 
recorded on the coin type media 20. Thereafter, the image 
record card 98 is inserted into a card slot 99 of the digital 
camera DC for Saving the image data, etc. The image record 
card 98 is offered to a photo-laboratory or the like whereby 
a record image can be outputted to a printing sheet or 
outputted to a high-resolution printer. 

0140 (9) Ninth Embodiment 
0.141. The contactless IC reader/writer according to the 
present invention can be So Structured as to execute infor 
mation processing on the basis of read digital information in 
addition to read and write of the digital information (pro 
gram code, data, etc.) with respect to the coin type media 20, 
20a and 20b. Specifically, the contactless IC reader/writer 
includes a processor that reads and executes the digital 
information and a memory that records required program or 
the like thereon. The processor and the memory may be 
made into an IC chip and accommodated within the housing. 
The information processing result by the processor is out 
putted to a display or the like of an electronic device on 
which the contactless IC reader/writer is mounted and 
recorded on a digital information reading device. 
0142. Since the contactless IC reader/writer thus struc 
tured can conduct information processing only internally by 
the processor, a range of a design modification at the 
electronic device Side on which the contactleSS IC reader/ 
writer is mounted can be reduced. 

0.143 Also, the same function as that given to the coin 
type media can be easily realized on the basis of the digital 
information recorded on the coin type media. 
0144) 3. Portable Communication Device 
0145 Subsequently, a description will be given of an 
embodiment of a portable communication device on which 
the above contactless reader/writer is mounted. This 
embodiment shows an example of the cellular phone radio, 
but the present invention is not limited to this example. Also, 
the cellular phone radio includes a narrowly interpreted 
cellular phone as well as a PHS, a portable transceiver, an 
automobile phone and So on. 
0146 First, a description will be given of a cellular phone 
radio on which the above-mentioned contactleSS reader/ 
writer 40, 50, 55,56, 57 or 58 is mounted. Those contactless 
reader/writer may be built in the cellular phone radio as they 
are. However, this embodiment shows an example in which 
a cellular phone radio integrated with the contactleSS reader/ 
writer. 

0147 FIG. 15 is a perspective view showing the appear 
ance of a cellular phone radio 110 where the contactless 
reader/writer 40/50 shown in FIG. 4 or 5 is integrated 
withtin the housing. The lower portion of the back surface of 
the cellular phone ratio 110 is formed with a media holder 
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111 for bearing the coin type media 20 and a cap 112. The 
antenna 42 is embedded in the cap 112 of the housing and 
becomes in parallel with the coin type media 20 when the 
cap 112 is closed. 

0.148. In the cellular phone radio 110 thus structured, the 
coin type media 20 can be used as, for example, an SIM 
(Subscriber identity module). A subscriber identity ID is 
recorded on the SIM. As a result, in the case where a new 
cellular phone radio 110 is purchased or the cellular phone 
radio 110 is Selectively used according to the intended use, 
the SIM may be replaced. Also, it is possible to receive the 
Same Service through various cellular phone radioS by 
replacing the SIM. That is, the cellular phone radio can be 
employed as in a public phone. 

0149. Also, as shown in FIG. 16, since the read and write 
of the digital information can be conducted with respect to 
the recording regions of both the coin type media 20b born 
by the media holder 111 and an external contactless IC card 
ICC, a coin type media 20a or a contactless IC media 20b' 
having another configuration, it is possible to access to the 
external contactless IC card ICC, the coin type media 20 or 
another System by using the Security information recorded 
on the internal coin type media 20. 
0150. In the case where a processor or the like is provided 
in the contactleSS reader/writer as in the ninth embodiment, 
and the Security information or the program code recorded 
on the internal coin type media is read to execute required 
information processing, the processing result can be 
recorded on the coin type media 20. For example, it is 
possible that the cellular phone radio 110 is spread before a 
POS terminal, an automatic vending machine, a portable 
Settling terminal or the like to conduct electronic Settlement 
processing, and its result is recorded on the coin type media. 

0151. As other applications that can be realized by the 
cellular phone radio 110, there is a prepaid card Such as a gift 
card, a novelty card, a ticket card or a telephone card. Also, 
if the cellular phone radio 110 is spread before the prepaid 
card, a prepaid value can be taken in the interior of the 
cellular phone radio 110 so as to conduct the electronic 
Settlement. 

0152 The name and the address are written in the 
memory region of the coin type media 20 by the cellular 
phone radio 110 per se, and the coin type media 20 can be 
utilized as an electronic business card. Also, if data is read 
and written with respect to the electronic busineSS card by 
Spreading the cellular phone radio 110 before a counterpart 
electronic business card, the convenience can be enhanced. 
In addition, it is possible that the identification data or the 
key information of an automobile owner is recorded on one 
coin type media, and the cellular phone radio 110 is used as 
an electronic key, or an automobile travel State is recorded 
on another coin type media, and utilized for analysis of the 
travel history. 

0153. Also, as shown in FIG. 17, the cellular phone 
radios 110 are permitted to approach each other so that the 
recorded information of the respective coin type media 20b 
can be exchanged. 

0154) Not only one coin type media 20 but also a plurality 
of coin type media 20 can be born at the same time. FIG. 18 
is a cross-sectional view showing the cellular phone radio 
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120 having a media holder 121 which is capable of stacking 
a plurality of coin type media 20 one on another. 
0.155) An antenna 42 is embedded in a cap 122. A cellular 
phone radio 120 is integrated with the contactleSS reader/ 
writer 55 shown in FIG. 6. FIG. 19 is a cross-sectional view 
showing a cellular phone radio 130 integrated with the 
contactless reader/writer 56 shown in FIG. 7. An antenna 
42a is embedded in a housing cap 132, and an antenna 42b 
is embedded in a bottom portion 133 of a media holder 131. 
FIG. 20 is a cross-sectional view showing a cellular phone 
radio 140 integrated with the contactless reader/writer 57 
shown in FIG. 8, and FIG. 21 is a cross-sectional view 
showing a cellular phone radio 150 integrated with a con 
tactless reader/writer 58 shown in FIG. 9. The antenna 42 is 
embedded in caps 142 and 152 corresponding to media 
holders 141 and 151 and become in close contact with the 
coin type media 20 in parallel when the caps 142 and 152 are 
closed. 

0156 The contactless readers/writers 60 and 70 having 
the structures shown in FIGS. 10 and 11 can be integrated 
with the cellular phone radio. 
O157. It is normal that the cellular phone radios 110 to 
150 are provided with a display and a sound producing 
mechanism. The chip having a processor and So on shown in 
the ninth embodiment is mounted on the cellular phone radio 
So that required information processing can be executed on 
the basis of the digital information read from a plurality of 
coin type media 20. 
0158. The processor has a sound source controller that 
reproduces a Sound on the basis of Sound Source data and a 
display controller that allows an image to be displayed on a 
display on the basis of image data, by executing the program 
code recorded on a memory. The Sound Source data is 
recorded on one of the coin type media 20, and the image 
data outputted in association with the Sound Source data is 
recorded on the other coin type media 20. Then, the sound 
Source data is read So that the Sound producing mechanism 
is permitted to reproduce a Sound by the Sound Source 
controller, and an image is displayed on the display on the 
basis of the image data read in Synchronism with the Sound 
Source data. The cellular phone radios 110 to 150 thus 
Structured are used while the coin type media 20 are appro 
priately interchanged, whereby letter data is displayed on the 
display, and a voice or BGM (background music) corre 
sponding to the letter data can be listened by a receiver or an 
ear phone. 
0159 For example, the cellular phone radio can be 
employed as a portable KARAOKE machine. That is, it is 
possible that a Song is Sung while the text is displayed on a 
display and melody is listened by an earphone, and the Sung 
contents are recorded. 

0160 It is possible to only display the letter data or to 
produce the Sound on the basis of the Sound Source data. 
0.161 The above description is given of the cellular 
phone radio. However, the present invention can be applied 
to a personal computer, a portable terminal (PDA), a por 
table audio device and So on, likewise. 
0162 4. Information Transmission System 
0163 Subsequently, a description will be given of an 
embodiment of an information transmission System to which 
the present invention is applied. 
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0164. This embodiment shows an example in which 
information transmission is conducted by using the above 
mentioned contactleSS IC media and portable communica 
tion device. AS the portable communication device, there is 
used, for example, a cellular phone radio 110. The cellular 
phone radio 110 mounts a contactleSS reader/writer having 
the above-mentioned built-in processor, etc., thereon. In the 
case of using the contactleSS reader/writer, an appropriate 
function is assigned to one of the operation bottoms of the 
cellular phone radio 110. 
0165 (1) Periodical Publication Article Issuance System 
0166 The system converts an article of a newspaper, a 
weekly magazine or a monthly magazine into digital infor 
mation while periodically updating the article and offers the 
user the article. FIG. 22 is a structural diagram of the 
System. In the present Specification, the digital information 
is directed to letter data, image data, digital contents and So 
on, and includes Sound Source data as occasion demands. AS 
the contactleSS IC media for recording the digital informa 
tion, the above-mentioned coin type media 20 is employed 
for convenience, however, it is needless to Say that a 
sheet-shaped media may be used. 
0167 The periodical publication article issuance system 
200 is made up of a cellular phone radio 210 that inter 
changeable bears the coin type media 20 and a media 
issuance device 220. 

0168 The media issuance device 220 includes a display 
221, a data input device 222, a cash throwing-in mechanism 
223, an input/output interface 224, an article database DB, 
and a media issuance mechanism 229. In addition, the media 
issuance device 220 includes the functional blocks consist 
ing of a menu display Section 225 formed by reading and 
executing a given program code by the internal processor, an 
article Specifying Section 226, a database management Sec 
tion 227 and an information recording section 228. 
0169. The menu display section 225 allows a menu 
Screen for guiding the periodical article dealt with by the 
Subject device to be displayed on a display 221 through the 
input/output interface 224. The data input device 222 inputs 
the select information on the periodical article. When the 
article Specifying Section 226 receives the Select information 
on the Specific article from the data input device 222 and 
cash throwing-in information (value information) from the 
cash throwing-in mechanism 223, the article Specifying 
Section 226 notifies the database management Section 227 of 
information for Specifying the periodical article. The data 
base management Section 227 reads the digital information 
from the article database DB on the basis of the information, 
and delivers the digital information to the information 
recording Section 228. The information recording Section 
228 records the digital information on the coin type media 
20 and issues it. 

0170 The guide information on the periodical article of 
the kind and contents according to an amount of money is 
displayed on a menu Screen So that the user can arbitrarily 
Select the guide information through the data input device 
222. The contents of the article database DB is periodically 
updated by the database management Section 227 on the 
basis of data transmitted from, for example, an external 
System. The publication article to be updated is updated 
every data if it is a newspaper, every week if it is a weekly 
magazine and every month if it is a monthly publication. 
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0171 The user purchases the coin type media 20 on 
which the digital information is recorded from the media 
issuance device 220 and inserts the coin type media 20 into 
a media holder of the cellular phone radio 210 and permits 
the recorded information to be displayed on a display 211 by 
depression of an operating button. In the case where Sound 
Source data is also recorded on the coin type media 20, its 
contents are listened by a receiver or an earphone. 
0172 The information transmission system according to 
the present invention can be applied to a System that 
periodically or non-periodically issues the digital contents 
other than the periodical publication article information. 
0173 (2) Information Guide System 
0.174. An address, a postcode, a map code, an area 
announcement, an announcement of establishment, a train 
Schedule, a business describing pamphlet or the like is made 
into digital information and then recorded on the contactleSS 
IC media. Then, the contactless IC media is embedded in a 
water-repellent plate and located or Stuck on an appropriate 
place. The information is read from the plate by using a 
portable communication device on which the contactleSS 
reader/writer of the present invention is mounted, for 
example, the cellular phone radio and then displayed on a 
display. The place where the plate is located is, for example, 
a building or a telegraph in case of “the address, etc.', an 
address indicating board in case of “the map or the map 
code”, the outer wall of the building in case of “the area 
announcement”, the institution doorway in case of “the 
announcement of establishment', a wall Surface of a Station 
platform in case of “train Schedule”, and the doorway of a 
Store or a busineSS establishment in case of “trade prospec 

ss tuS. 

0.175. The user depresses an appropriate operation button 
and Spreads the cellular phone ration before those plates. AS 
a result, the reader/writer function of the cellular phone radio 
is effected, and the digital information is read and Visualized 
and displayed on a display. 
0176 A plurality contactless IC media can be embedded 
in the same guide panel on which the-guide information is 
drawn or Stuck on the guide panel. Also, a gate having a 
built-in contactleSS reader/writer is located on the gate of a 
concert or Sports site So that Side guide information can be 
delivered by spreading the cellular phone radio before the 
gate by the user. 

Industrial Applicability 
0177 AS was described above, according to the present 
invention, the contactleSS IC media excellent in general 
purpose is obtained. Also, there can be provided an applied 
System which can add more values by using the contactleSS 
IC media. 

1-30 (cancelled). 
31. A contactleSS IC media, characterized in that a con 

tactleSS IC module having a recording area for recording 
computer readable digital information therein is embedded 
in a sheet-shaped medium of a given configuration, and a 
Sticking member which is not separable after being adhered 
exists on at least one Surface portion of the sheet-shaped 
medium. 

32. A contactleSS IC media, characterized in that a con 
tactleSS IC module having a recording area for recording 
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computer readable digital information therein is embedded 
in a sheet-shaped medium of a given configuration, and a 
Sticking member which can be again adhered after being 
Separated exists on at least one Surface portion of the 
sheet-shaped medium. 

33. The contactless IC media as claimed in claim 1, 
characterized in that a plurality of contactleSS IC modules 
are embedded in one sheet-shaped medium, and the respec 
tive contactleSS IC modules and the respective regions 
including portions at which the Sticking members exist can 
be cut out in Specific configurations. 

34. A contactless IC media where a contactless IC module 
having a recoding region is embedded in a sheet-shaped 
medium of a given configuration, characterized in that: 
information visible by a human is described on a Surface 
portion of Said sheet-shaped medium; 

mechanically readable digital information including the 
contents corresponding to Said information is recorded 
on Said recording region; and 

a Sticking member for Sticking the sheet-shaped medium 
on a position where a given digital information reading 
device can read Said digital information is fixed onto a 
rear Surface of Said sheet-shaped medium. 

35. A contactleSS IC media, characterized in that a con 
tactleSS IC module having a recording region for recording 
at least digital information thereon is embedded in a Stick 
shaped medium having a structure which can be installed in 
a Stick-shaped housing. 

36. A contactless IC media of a solid type born by a media 
bearing member, characterized by comprising a Solid-type 
module medium having a given configuration in which a 
contactleSS IC module having a recording region is embed 
ded, and in that an engagement mechanism that allows the 
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engagement and disengagement of Said Solid-type module 
medium with respect to Said media bearing member by only 
displacing Said engagement mechanism is integral with Said 
Solid-type module medium. 

37. The contactless IC media as claimed in claim 6, 
wherein an electrically conductive member for being ren 
dered conductive to a contact of an external electronic 
circuit is disposed on a Surface portion of Said contactleSS IC 
module, 

and wherein Said contactleSS IC media is conductive to 
Said external electronic circuit when Said contactleSS IC 
media is born by Said media bearing member. 

38. The contactless IC media as claimed in clam 6, further 
comprising a radio transceiver circuit and an antenna. 

39. The contactless IC media as claimed in claim 6, 
further comprising a radio transceiver circuit, and Said 
contactleSS IC media is conductive to an antenna provided at 
a housing part of an external electronic circuit via a contact. 

40. The contactless IC media as claimed in claim 6, 
further comprising an antenna, and a control circuit for 
controlling the read or write of digital information with 
respect to Said recording region of the contactleSS IC media. 

41. The contactless IC media as claimed in claim 6, 
further comprising a control circuit for controlling the read 
or write of digital information with respect to Said recording 
region of the contactleSS IC media, and a radio transceiver 
circuit, 

and wherein Said contactleSS IC media is conductive to an 
antenna provided at a housing part of an external 
electronic circuit via a contact. 


